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Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A boundary is forecast to push offshore the northern Gulf today with moderate to occasionally fresh easterly winds behind it 
and gentle to moderate southerly to southeasterly winds ahead of it. A moderate to high threat for scattered showers and 
thunderstorms will exist along and just ahead of the frontal boundary during this time. A few isolated to scattered strong 
storms have already worked across parts of the region this morning, and we expect those to increase in coverage later today 
as instability grows and the front offers a lifting force to initiate those storms. The cold front is expected to stall over deep-sea 
waters today into Friday before dissipating. Dense fog will also be possible off the southern Texas Coastline through noon 
today.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

A stronger front is then expected to impact the region late Friday into this weekend, causing a wind shift from the south to the
southeasterly wind to a northeast and north-northeast wind while increasing to fresh to strong levels. Near-gale force winds could be 
possible over the western Gulf behind this front. Slight to moderate seas between 3 to 6 feet will overspread much of the basin during the 
next few days before they build behind the second cold front this weekend. Near-rough to rough waves can be expected over the Gulf 
Saturday into Sunday with them returning to slight to moderate early next week. Strong to severe storms will yet again be possible along 
and just ahead of this next frontal boundary which could result in further locally enhanced winds and seas. Conditions are forecasted to 
decrease back to more moderate levels by late Monday into Tuesday as high pressure builds into the region behind this frontal passage 
which is forecast to continue through at least the middle of next week.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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